CoHousing
future homes for older Scots

why we need it
what it is
how we deliver it

‘‘

We need nothing less
than an urgent and
sustained programme of
reform.

‘‘

- Cabinet Secretary for Investment
- Minister for Housing
- Convention for Scottish Local Authorities
Age, Home & Community

This booklet is based on 10 years of experience by a Scottish charity in
promoting cohousing as a progressive housing option for older people. It
reflects the individual lived experience of people we have encountered and
our research at home and abroad. Beyond ourselves, it draws upon a wide
body of research and policy, which is attributed where appropriate.
The report was written for Vivarium by Arc, with contributions from a range of
sources and permission to reproduce relevant images. Extracts from Housing
our Ageing Population: Panel for Innovation (HAPPI) Report, are copyright of
Homes England.

www.vivariumtrust.scot
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We live in a time of challenge and change. Advances in mobility and digital
technology have brought great benefits to Scotland, but also now present us
with challenges of social isolation and to community cohesion.
Part of our response to the development of our technology has to be a
balancing development of our humanity. So now is a time when we look for
new ways to strengthen our communities and support our diversity.
This is especially true for older Scots, who are blessed with longer and healthier
lives, but suffer from social isolation and lack of choice. This is important
because people over 50 are one of Scotland’s key growing resources, destined
to play an increasingly significant role in our country over the coming 30 years.
The second half of our lives is often perceived as a time of decline and need,
but the reality for most of us is that it is a time of independence and sharing.
We need to structure our country to enable and empower our older
community to live well and contribute to society.
Housing is a key issue for older people, where an outdated sector has failed to
deliver progress in step with changes in our communities. Many older people
live in homes that restrict and reduce their lives, and have very little choice.
The social and public finance cost of poor housing provision for older people is
well recognised. Scotland has great policies supporting innovation but is
struggling to implement them. Happily, we can learn from approaches in other
countries, where progressive change is being delivered effectively.
Cohousing, where design and management is community-led, offers many
benefits and provides most new housing for older people in some European
countries. People live independent lives within a supportive community.
The 3rd sector has been trying to deliver cohousing in Scotland for 10 years but
have been blocked by systemic barriers. With enabling support from
government and other stakeholders, Scotland’s older people can lead
partnerships for change that will transform their lives, improve the public
realm, save money and foster a fairer and happier Scotland.
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why?

we need change in older people’s housing

The built environment is a place where progress towards an age-friendly
society has huge potential to improve the lives of people in Scotland, not just
for older people, but for us all.
If Scotland’s people are going to reach our full social and economic potential,
our buildings and public spaces need to become more intelligent, being equally
useful and comfortable for the full diversity of our society.
‘Older age needs to be seen as full of potential, contribution and
creativity. We need to design places that enable older age to be lived to
the full, not to be spent as if waiting for last orders.’
Dr Donald Macaskill, Chief Executive, Scottish Care
Over 10 years, we have heard many words of support for older people and
read many thoughtful policies and reports, but while these are now becoming
commonplace, targeted and resourced action is rare.
Scotland does not have the option of complacency. Change is happening to our
society and we are not responding. As the demographic reality becomes more
and more obvious, the built environment in general and the supply of new
housing in particular look increasingly poorly adapted to Scotland’s present
and future needs.
There are four key reasons why we need change:
1

Older people have distinct needs and rights

2

There will soon be many more older people

3

Current housing provision fails older people

4

Policy and research consistently call for it
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we need change in older people’s housing

Older people have distinct needs & rights

Everyone wants to live well. This is as true for older people as for anyone else.
It just means something a little different.
• Enabling Mobility. Our mobility changes with age as the balance of
employment, family and recreational time shifts. Individual car ownership
reduces in favour of walking, cycling and public transport. To enable older
people to live active and healthy lives, their homes need to be located in
proximity to public transport and services, without significant slopes, and
the public realm should be designed to prioritise non-vehicular transport.
• Fostering Wellbeing. We become increasingly vulnerable to loneliness as
the places where we live change and the patterns of our lives move away
from employment and families. Reduced mobility can intensify social and
physical isolation. As choice and the influence individuals have over
decisions about their lives and environments declines, feelings of
powerlessness can increase.
• Enjoying Health. Only 7% of older Scots (66,000) live in sheltered housing
or care homes. The majority 93% live in their own homes, but too few of
these 880,000 have homes that allow them to live well and support ageing
in place. This reduces their health and ability to look after themselves, and
increases the need for support by friends and the state.
• Respecting Diversity. Older people are as varied and individual as any
other group in society. Because men die younger, older people are
disproportionately women. Too often, older people are either simply
ignored, or decisions that affect them are guided by group assumptions
based on the minority requiring care.
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we need change in older people’s housing

There will soon be many more older people

The number of older people in Scotland is increasing dramatically. There are
already more Scots over the age of 68 than there are children. By 2037 there
will be an 86% increase in the number of people over 75, while people between
16 and 60 will decrease by 3%.1
This strong demographic trend is due to increasing life expectancy and the
aging of the ‘baby boom’ generation.
It means we need to plan our society to manage a positive change towards
older people.
With the retirement age set to increase during this period, the 21% increase in
people aged 60 to 75 includes older people who will still be working. This group
will benefit from an increase in healthy life expectancy.
In order for our population to thrive and our economy prosper, we need to
develop age-friendly physical and social environments that enable everyone in
Scotland to live healthy, active and productive later lives.
Innovation in older people’s homes, the general built environment and how
we come together as communities will be key to successfully making this
change. This is because these areas have a high impact on older people’s lives
and our current provision is failing today’s population, never mind anticipating
the needs of tomorrows.
This demographic change is inevitable. If we don’t take timely action now, the
time for action will pass us by and we will be left coping with a problem, rather
than enjoying the benefits of having adapted to change.
This demographic reality is why you hear increasingly strong voices
highlighting the failure of housing and the public realm to reflect older people’s
needs and calling for innovative change.
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we need change in older people’s housing
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60%

more people over 70 living alone
in the next 25 years, that’s rising to
150,000 men and 260,000 women.3
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we need change in older people’s housing

Current housing fails older people

As Scotland has changed, with an increasing number of older people living
longer, healthier and more independent lives, the housing sector has failed to
adapt and provide appropriate housing choices. This is true for both the
commercial and affordable housing sectors.
A common mistaken assumption that older people don’t want to move has
contributed to a low provision of new homes for older people. In reality,
people often find themselves in inappropriate homes for later life and want to
move to a house that suits them. But they find there are very few suitable
homes and either get stuck where they are or move to unsuitable places.
For those who stay put:
• 93% of homes lack even basic accessibility features
• 74% of retired people live in housing in disrepair4
• 51% of older households live in fuel poverty5
New commercial housing is dominated by ‘family homes’ and the tiny amount
designed for older people is priced only to be affordable by a few. This leads
to older people buying new ‘family houses’ to get homes that are accessible,
lower energy and low maintenance, causing under-occupation.
Sheltered housing budgets are being cut and affordable housing provision for
older people focuses on the minority requiring care. Housing subsidies
discriminate against older people, as Social Housing cannot recognise age,
while Mid-Market Rent actively targets people in employment and has an
income threshold roughly twice the state pension.
More and more older people are getting stuck on the housing ladder. New
housing needs to be re-prioritised, but just delivering more housing by existing
methods is not the answer. New kinds of housing that reflect the needs and
potential of older people are required to enable them to plan for the future.
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we need change in older people’s housing
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The Mismatch of Housing and Age showing how older people want
to move but can’t find new housing that suits them. As the proportion of older
people rises to a third, this mismatch will become a crisis.
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we need change in older people’s housing

41%

of older people live alone

1/
3

of people over 65 say that
television is their main form of company 7

10%

of people over 75 say that their
feelings of loneliness are out of control 8

‘The age of modernity has created distance, isolation and, for many,
loneliness. Families have fragmented, often leaving some older members
living as isolated islanders in our urban communities.’
Dr Donald Macaskill, Chief Executive, Scottish Care
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we need change in older people’s housing

Policy & research call for it

Happily, public policy supports change. Indeed, it says change is vital.
Over the last 8 years there has been a growing understanding of the
importance of providing appropriate new housing choices for older people.
This is well informed by a wide body of research and finds expression in a range
of policies and strategies.
The Scottish Government’s flagship strategy is Age, Home & Community: A
Strategy for Housing for Scotland’s Older People: 2012-2021 which says:
‘We need nothing less than an urgent and sustained programme of reform.’
‘Radical and innovative measures are required to increase supply and
maximise housing choice and quality.’
‘A supportive local community and strong social networks are recognised as
important in supporting older people, particularly single older people to
reduce loneliness and live independently at home.’
‘We are keen to encourage the development of new and innovative models
of housing that enable older people to maintain their independence in the
community… new forms of housing include cohousing, where people live
together in a group which shares common aims and activities, while also
having their own self-contained accommodation.’
‘There is strong evidence that greater involvement of people in decisions
about their life produces better, more sustainable and effective outcomes …
Older people’s experiences are vital to ensuring that the services they use
are fit for purpose. They should be involved in the planning and design of
services which affect them, using models of co-production’.
Our national 10-year strategy is a great document, full of clear purpose, and
it is backed up by many other reports.
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we need change in older people’s housing

Reshaping Care for Older People: A Programme for Change, 2011-21
‘Older people are an asset to this country and preparing for an
increasing ageing population is one of our biggest national challenges.
Our Vision – that older people are valued as an asset, their voices are
heard and they are supported to enjoy full and positive lives in their
own home or in a homely setting.’

Report on the Future of Residential Care for Older People in Scotland,
2014
‘The Scottish Government and COSLA ‘s vision for older people is to
support them to remain in their own homes, or other homely settings.
We need to take steps now to develop a range of ‘other homely
settings’ that will meet the needs and aspirations of a larger population
of older people for the next 20 years. At the same time there is a need
to promote supported shared-living as a positive choice and not simply
a second-best necessity.’
‘Place Making is about creating a range of high quality aesthetically
pleasing shared-living care and accommodation options for older
people that offer the maximum opportunity for the retention of both
personal identity and community involvement. We recommend… local
partnerships be encouraged to explore options for the co-location and
co-production of care and accommodation for older people.’
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we need change in older people’s housing

Commission on Housing & Wellbeing: A Blueprint for Scotland’s Future,
2015
‘It is important to recognise that older people have very diverse housing
preferences and needs, and that these may change over time. We
believe that policy should aim to create a range of options that can
respond to this diversity.
We have noted the significant anticipated growth in the number of
single older people. Some of these might welcome the opportunity to
share housing with other older or younger people as a way of providing
mutual support.’

A Connected Scotland – Tackling Social Isolation & Loneliness and
Building Stronger Social Connections’ Draft Report, 2018
Recommendation 12: ‘The programme aims to make key
improvements to strategic planning of housing and related services to
provide people with a home environment that supports greater
independence and improved health and wellbeing.’
Recommendation 15: ‘To address social isolation and loneliness, we
recommend that the Scottish Government promotes innovation in
future housing development in; planning & location, design &
construction, models & occupancy.’
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what?

would cohousing for older people be like?

‘Ageing isn’t the major challenge of the 21st century. The lack of
choices to support ageing with dignity is. And at the heart of this is...
the kind of places we shape.’
Diarmaid Lawlor, Architecture + Design Scotland

So what is cohousing and why is it a key part of the change we need to make?
Cohousing is community led housing, where the residents lead the design and
management of the development. These are not gated communities, but
groups of people who intentionally chose to live as neighbours and share some
facilities and activities in common.
This is almost unknown in Scotland, where new house building is polarised
between large commercial developers and publicly-funded ‘affordable
housing’. Other countries have more diverse housing sectors, where
individuals and communities have more opportunities and choice.
Introducing cohousing to Scotland would offer people more choice and the
opportunity to contribute to the development of more sustainable
communities. Experience in other countries demonstrates that this would
have particular benefits for older people, enabling them to live independent
lives in a supportive community.

For older people in Scotland this would have 3 key characteristics:
1

a development run by older people themselves

2

a place designed for older people

3

like people do in other countries.
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would cohousing for older people be like?

The OWCH Project
The
Older
Women’s
Cohousing
project
in
London
houses
26
residents in 25 flats around
a shared garden. The £7m
new build development
was delivered with support
from the charity The Tudor
Trust.
The group matured over
the 19 years it took for the
project to be delivered.
The development is very
popular and there is a
waiting list for places.
www.owch.org.uk
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what?
1

would older people’s cohousing be like?

A development by older people themselves

There are several big benefits when resident communities lead the design and
management of their housing:
• the design reflects the priorities of the community
• the process of co-design helps foster a neighbourly group
• managing the development together builds community resilience
Cohousing is especially suited to older people because:
• it fosters neighbourly relations and combats loneliness
• it promotes empowerment and physical & mental activity
• it creates an age-friendly place with mutual support
Residents have individual independent homes, but share common facilities,
guest accommodation, services and landscape. It’s not a commune or a care
home, just people living independent lives together as a community.
A range of accommodation is provided to reflect the diversity of residents,
while achieving efficiency of scale. A mixture of tenures would enable people
in every financial circumstance to have this opportunity.
Residents manage the project themselves, with everyone participating in
management decisions. Groups have varied characters and levels of shared
activities. There are several possible organisational structures that provide
long-term security for residents and safeguard the public interest.
The collaborative culture of cohousing reflects a growing public ethos:
• the Christie Commission’s call for a collaborative culture to enable
efficient use of public resources
• the Community Empowerment Act’s drive to empower people to do more
for themselves
• the revised National Planning Framework’s emphasis on wellbeing
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what?

would older people’s cohousing be like?

‘Cohousing is quite different. These are intentional communities created
and run by their residents. This makes them different from the usual
approach that you see to providing housing for local people. This is about
older people taking control and deciding how they want to live. It is about
people planning ahead and making their vision for how they want to live
happen, and they are actively involved in that in the long term.’
Housing for Older People – a report of the House of Commons
Communities & Local Government Committee, 2018

‘Here...the focus...is on older people as active citizens who sit at the centre
of decision-making processes, and where notions of respect and social
inclusion carry as much meaning and weight as those more familiar
(biomedicalised) questions of functional mobility, health and
understandings of ageing as a condition of mounting dependency and
need.’
RIBA Age-friendly Handbook, 2014 UK Urban Ageing Consortium
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what?
2

would older people’s cohousing be like?

A place designed for older people

Places designed to enable older people to thrive are different from what we’re
used to.

Recent research has increased our understanding of what makes an agefriendly environment. Senior cohousing would include:
• Location - a short walk to shops, public transport, sports & health facilities
• Access - that’s good for walking and cycling, with car-sharing schemes
• Low maintenance burdens - maintenance is organised communally
• Neighbourliness - facilities arranged to make social interaction inevitable
• Green space - small private gardens, shared recreation and growing spaces
• Sensory design – reflecting varying sensory abilities, close to nature
• Safety – homes and landscape secure and appropriately lit
• Design for Dementia – with clarity, contrast & signage to assist wayfinding
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would older people’s cohousing be like?

The Housing Our Ageing Population: Panel for Innovation Report
studied best practice in older people’s housing:
‘Solutions to our housing needs will very often be purpose-built new
homes specially designed and planned with older people in mind.’
‘Older people …. would happily give
up their cars, if good public transport
were available. In Germany the over60s are among the most active cycle
users, with an average of 16% of
trips made by bike – in the UK the
figure is 4%.
‘Because we are likely to spend more time in our homes, we will need
more space and light, comfort and convenience to live our lives to the
full. As we grow older we will look for safe and secure, healthy, attractive
environments, close to the shops and amenities we need, and to our
social networks. We will want homes that are easy to maintain, that can
be adapted to our changing needs, and that do not force us to move to
an institutional setting if we require support. We will wish to feel in
control of our destiny, able to take our own decisions about our homes.’

Some projects are intergenerational.
‘Ownership of spaces by an
entire community can be
idealistic … The children’s play
park sited in front of the
retirement village?’
Ian Brooke, Edinburgh Voluntary Organisation
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what?
3

would older people’s cohousing be like?

Like people do in other countries

In considering cohousing, Scotland can look to the experience of other
countries that enjoy a more diverse housing culture. The demographic trend
being experienced in Scotland is common to most developed countries and
many have been using housing as a tool of progressive change for decades.
‘I wouldn’t describe cohousing as innovative, but it is in Scotland.’
Steven Tolson, former Chair, Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors
In Europe and North America, cohousing is a well-established model for
housing development, with special emphasis on communities of older people.
Cohousing began in Denmark over 30 years ago and spread widely, adapting
core principles to the circumstances of different countries.
Cohousing now provides the majority of housing for older people in Denmark
and in the Netherlands there are over 230 senior cohousing communities. This
experience demonstrates the success of cohousing and provides models that
we can adapt to our situation in Scotland:
•
•
•

how to deliver projects through community-led process
how to integrate social and spatial planning
innovation in design for the varied abilities of older people

Internationally, ageing is a global phenomenon. The World Health
Organisation launched the Global Network of Age-friendly Cities and
Communities in 2011, in recognition of the growing importance of the need to
create community environments that are supportive of healthy ageing. Many
cities and communities around the world are now implementing positive
change.
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would older people’s cohousing be like?

‘a major shift of perceptions and national priorities is needed to match the
quality and quantity of desirable housing for older people now found in
many other European countries…… The best examples, here and abroad,
are inspirational because they show that better housing solutions are not
only possible but also available, if we look for them.’
Housing Our Ageing Population Report

10%

of continental European housing is cohousing

‘We discussed what we were going
to do when we get old – how were
we going to live?
We could agree on one thing: We
don’t want to spend our mature age
like our parents, alone for too many
of them in their big houses.
We found it important to start this
project when we were not too old –
we were 50 to 55.’
Torben Ankærgaard, cohousing resident, Denmark
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would older people’s cohousing be like?

Cohousing in Denmark
Senior cohousing began in Denmark in 1980’s and has grown to become the
norm, providing the majority of new housing for older people. Developed
to counter isolation and improve self-determination, there are now over
270 cohousing developments for older people, of around 25 residents.
The development of cohousing was strongly supported by the national
government, with financial assistance and subsidised land. Direct support
reduced as the sector matured, but local authorities have a duty to make
land available below market value.
Typical projects take around 3 years, beginning with an open public meeting
of over 200 local people. 30-40 confirm interest creating the resident group,
who develop the project through 16-20 meetings, working with the
Architect to design a development containing 3 or 4 different house types.
Projects are new build, often with a circular arrangement of single storey
houses facing inwards and none more than 50m from the common house.
You can pay extra to individualise your home.
Residents have regular management meetings, social events and activities.
All must attend business meetings and any disputes are settled by
discussion and consensus. Other rules vary between groups. Some share
joint ownership of a holiday house with other groups.
Most residents are very happy. The reported benefits are no isolation, less
worry for families, no need to maintain a big expensive family home,
reduced cost for public services and healthy active lives.
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would older people’s cohousing be like?

Cohousing in Scotland
In Scotland, cohousing should be available to everyone as an option.
Developments will therefore vary in size and character to reflect the
diversity of our communities:
• Cities offer a supportive scale of services and public transport, site
opportunities may tend to be brownfield redevelopment, and the
density of population should make forming groups easy.
• Towns have a human scale suited to residents who walk and cycle.
They present opportunities to rejuvenate struggling town centres,
where sites may often be the repurposing of existing buildings that
are redundant for their original use.
• Rural cohousing communities will tend to be smaller in the
numbers of residents, be located on green field sites and seek to
keep older people close to the social strength of their home area.
‘We are now faced with a real potential to redesign our city and town
centres as locations to grow old in and to become places of age acceptance’
Donald Macaskill, Chief Executive, Scottish Care
’There is an opportunity here to create local economies with health and
wellbeing, leisure and entertainment, retail services, care and social support
being embedded into these new intergenerational concept homes’
Phil Prentice, Chief Officer, Scotland’s Town Partnership
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how?

do we deliver cohousing in Scotland?

‘A successful outcome relies on the piecing together of many
components. We must find the right sites, design the homes with
creativity and flair, access appropriate funding, and forge close
working relations with local authorities. We should aim higher and
work harder; we need a joined-up conversation and must make a
concerted effort to put words into action. The outcome could be longer,
happier lives for many more of us in good homes in great places.’
Housing Our Ageing Population: Panel for Innovation Report
This message reflects the reality that delivering change requires a wide range
of individuals and organisations to invest time and resources, to alter their
priorities and working practices, to collaborate and to accept the risk of doing
something new. This is really difficult and hasn’t happened yet in Scotland.
Scotland’s housing sector has entrenched practices that resist change and limit
opportunities for innovation. Since our national strategy, Age, Home &
Community was written 7 years ago, little has been achieved on new housing.
‘This Strategy mentions many of the initiatives that might help older people
to live independently in the community…However it fails to convincingly
explain how these initiatives might be developed.’
Commission on Housing & Wellbeing, 2015
‘Age, Home & Community advocated independent living principles and
recognised the need to ensure adequate supply housing across all housing
tenure types…the inquiry found that this was not translating into practice.’
The Equality & Human Rights Commission, 2018
But change is possible and there are 3 key steps to achieve it:
1

Moving from policy to implementation.

2

Mobilising money.

3

Piloting change.
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Moving from policy to implementation

While some countries have normalised innovation, Scotland has stalled with
policies, but little progress.
‘The senior cohousing community could enrich the last years of
many, and reduce pressures on health and care services, if local
authorities, planners, policy makers and housing developers helped
to remove the many obstacles society puts in its way.’
Older Women’s Cohousing Project

Leadership
Leadership to date has come from the grass roots in Scotland, with a growing
number of community groups forming to try to develop local projects. Over
the last 10 years, several hundred individuals have tried to help create
cohousing projects in Scotland, usually giving up after a few years.
There is now interest and support from some Local Authorities and Housing
Associations, but some barriers can only be overcome with tangible support
from the Scottish Government, reflecting the strategic national interest. Of
course, it is implicit in cohousing that communities take a leading role, so the
opportunity for support from government is to enable and empower them.
The Housing our Ageing Population: Panel for Innovation Report
recommended that:
• All major housing and regeneration projects consider how to
best meet the housing needs of older people.
• Mutual and cohousing models be supported, where a group of
households meet their own needs by collectively procuring and
managing their retirement housing.
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Support for Community Groups
When you explain cohousing, lots of people say it’s a good idea, but tangible
support for community groups has to date come from communities
themselves and other 3rd sector organisations.
Mutual support has come through the long-standing UK Cohousing Network
and the new Scottish Cohousing Network. There has been some modest
financial support from the Lottery, Tudor Trust and Housing Associations, but
none from the government’s housing innovation funds.
The lack of cohousing representation on the Advisory Group on delivering Age,
Home & Community highlights the need for culture change to deliver the
community empowerment that many public organisations aspire to.

Planning Prioritisation
Scotland needs to strategically designate suitable locations to meet the
growing future need for older people housing, something lacking in current
Local Housing Needs Assessments and Local Development Plans.
‘We would like to see a duty that promotes better housing for older
people in local authority development plans, and housing
assessment that supports people living in their homes for as long as
possible.’
Scottish Older People’s Assembly
‘The Planning Bill will be a missed opportunity unless we prioritise an
obligation on planning authorities to identify appropriate sites,
national and local targets for their delivery, and a focus on the supply
of flexible housing to support different uses at different ages.’
Older People’s Housing Coalition
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Help to Obtain Sites
The Government recognised in 2012 that obtaining sites was a barrier.
‘A well-integrated mix of land uses is important to all of the
community, but for older people, the importance may increase. It
can be difficult to find suitable sites, but for new housing to be
attractive to older people, it needs to be built on level ground, with
good landscaping or paving and lighting. Easy access to transport
links and amenities is important. This helps to reduce isolation,
which is likely to occur if people are unable to go out and be active
in their communities.’
Age Home & Community: A Strategy for Housing for Scotland’s
Older People: 2012 - 2021
Access to land for housing development is constrained by Planning, ownership
and commercial interests. Community-led housing is unable to compete due
to the lack of planning prioritisation and poor access to funding support.
‘We believe legislation should set clear targets for delivery of older
people’s housing and incentivise movement into appropriate
accommodation – identifying sites close to shops, services and
transport links in towns and town centres…an increase in supply of
the right types of houses in the right places for older people, and
crucially, in a manner that involves communities in the process.’
Places for People
In countries where cohousing is a well-established, it is straightforward for
groups to acquire sites, but Scottish groups have found this a major barrier.
Some local authorities and Housing Associations are giving some assistance to
individual local groups, but what is needed is strategic national enablement,
through prioritisation in Planning and dedicated funding.
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Mobilising Money

‘Housing and housing related services provide a relatively inexpensive and
cost-effective way of enabling older people to live independently at home.’
Age Home & Community: A Strategy for Housing for Scotland’s
Older People: 2012 - 2021
The kind of financial support that is available to community groups who want
to purchase land or buildings to develop heritage, cultural or sports facilities is
denied to those who wish to provide community housing, by most funding
sources, including the Big Lottery and Scottish Land Fund.
Limited financial resources are sometimes given as a reason for inactivity, but
they can also be a driver for change and collaborative working, as people figure
out how they can achieve their aims by other means.
In reality, there is huge investment in Scotland’s housing by individuals,
companies and as a tool of social and health policy, but this finance is currently
poorly aligned to our demographic needs.

73%

Support for Last Time Buyers

of older people live
in owner occupation

Older people typically want smaller homes and gardens, but because suitable
homes are in short supply, they either stay in their existing ‘family homes’ or
move to new ones. If there were more new houses that met their needs, a
larger quantity of homes that suit the general population would be released.
If we incentivised new homes to reflect the demographic imperative, we could
not only create communities that enable older people to live independent lives
but release the capital that they currently hold into the housing market.
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Over recent years this country has built very few new homes specifically to meet
the needs and aspirations of our ageing population. Without a sufficiently
attractive ‘offer’, most of us will stay put in homes that may gradually become
harder to manage, maintain and keep warm, increasingly inaccessible and,
sometimes, insecure and lonely places to spend a large part of every day. Yet
offering accommodation that has real appeal for the older age group actually
helps the next generation. Selling and letting homes designed with the older
occupier in mind – attractive, light, spacious, accessible, manageable,
inexpensive to heat and cool, alongside good neighbours – means freeing-up
badly needed family homes, often with gardens.
Our economic muscle should be recognised. Older people have control over the
larger part of the £932 billion of equity tied up
in UK homes, and yet so few of those homes
enhance our quality of life in older age. Their
location rarely supports engagement with the
community or gives us access to the services
we want. We need to widen the attention of
local authorities and national directives, which
have seen young couples or families as the key
consumers of housing and meant that a great
deal of effort in policy, guidance and marketing
has gone into imagining new communities in
terms of the ‘starter home’ rather than other
sectors of the population.
What we have to gain is improved quality of life as we grow older. Clearly, the
upshot of getting this right is that many more people will be happy to trade
homes and gardens that have become a burden, and which are much needed
by overcrowded families, when they see something which they prefer. Some
37% of all households in the UK under-occupy, but with half of these in the 5069 age group, it is clear that the ‘young old’ should be seen as a key target
market. By providing a desirable alternative, the last resort of ‘selling up’ could
become a positive choice.
Housing Our Ageing Population: Panel for Innovation Report
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Fostering Housing Diversity
But older people do not just want smaller houses in convenient locations, they
want a different way of living. For many, cohousing represents a positive
choice for the future.
‘It recognised that radical and innovative measures are required to
increase supply and maximise housing choice and quality. The public
purse is under huge financial strain, which is why we need creative and
innovative approaches to deliver maximum value.’
Age Home & Community:
A Strategy for Housing for Scotland’s Older People: 2012 - 2021
Cohousing is community led and requires a simple financial model that can be
widely used, including potential roles for commercial developers and Housing
Associations. It needs to enable cohousing to be accessible to older people in
all financial circumstances, so that we avoid discrimination and foster balanced
communities. This means including the affluent through mutual structures,
alongside those in ‘affordable housing’.
Social Housing funding needs to be adapted so that people can be selected by
age and desire to be part of an intentional community. Mid Market Rent should
develop so that the income thresholds reflect the basic state pension, and the
prioritisation of people in employment is removed.
Or perhaps, being creative and innovative, we can invent a new model of
affordable housing support, tailored to the needs of older people.
‘We have to get better at enabling that older voice to build and shape
the spaces of our town centres. We have to stop talking about person
centred older care and support and start listening to older person led
ingenuity and inventiveness.’
Donald Macaskill, Chief Executive, Scottish Care
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Piloting Change

So, all we need to deliver a thriving future for older Scots is a systemic shift in
the housing market, new planning priorities, changes in affordable housing
funding, political leadership, and culture change in a range of organisations.
And, of course, this won’t happen.
Or will it? We know we have to change, we just don’t know how. Other
countries are managing to deliver change and Scotland can too, if it takes a
progressive sequence of steps. That’s where pilot projects come in.
Pilot projects allow us to:
• Develop and test approaches without them having to be perfect
• Explore the diversity of circumstance in Scotland
• Create special conditions of support as an exception to current practice,
rather than trying to work within existing rules or rush change.
• Invest limited funds immediately and plan long term financial resources
• Bring together a group of experts to guide innovative pilots
• Create exemplar developments that people can visit and see in reality,
allaying fears and increasing buy-in
• Support groups of pioneer residents as wayfinding champions
• Build 3rd sector capacity to support future projects
• Have real-life evaluation to inform efficient, long-term changes in
national policies and funding
• Develop template designs and organisational structures
• Develop community partnership processes
The great thing is – it’s already in our national strategy.
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‘We will work with local authorities to pilot housing options for local
people… The strategy aims to help ensure that a wide range of housing
and services is provided to enable older people to live independently at
home.’
Age Home & Community:
A Strategy for Housing for Scotland’s Older People: 2012 - 2021
We cannot make big changes in the highly structured housing sector without
developing robust and well thought-through strategies. Pilot projects allow us
to start the process of change immediately, but deliver it long-term in a way
that is efficient and enjoys wide support.
Pilots will create a route-map for the ’urgent and sustained reform’ that was
called for in 2012 and which people and organisations across Scotland want.

The 3 Scottish Pilots
We think there should be 3 coordinated pilot projects delivered before the end
of the government’s 10-year Strategy in 2021.
• 3 urban scales – city, town, rural, reflecting the diversity of built
environment opportunities and community circumstances. Rural
communities face a special challenge –the population aged over 75 will
increase at twice the rate of urban areas (up 90% to 2029).8
• 1 should be intergenerational and 2 just for older people, but exploring
intergenerational community relationships.
• 2 should be new build and 1 adapt an existing building. In some urban
areas, it may be difficult to find a new build site in the right location.
Pilot projects will require exceptional funding and technical support, but will
develop a model that is widely replicable across Scotland with normal support.
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Building Communities, Not Just Constructing Houses
In cohousing developments, the people are as important as the houses. This
means they need a similar level of planning and support.

If the community is to function successfully, residents need to develop trust
and common purpose, while retaining individuality – delivering independence
with mutual support.
This requires a simple legal and financial model that all can understand,
accommodates diversity of wealth and lifestyle and is robust as individuals
leave and new members join over time. To plan for smooth succession
management, the initial group should contain a range of ages, so that resident
turnover is a gentle but continuous part of community life. This ensures a
resilient, living community that is more than just a group of individuals.
The process of bringing the group together is very important, as their cohesion
will develop through the process of co-design before they become neighbours.
This requires time, a clear process and support from people with skills and
experience.
The pilot projects should include the development of these processes,
including input from innovative group practices used abroad.
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We live in a time of challenge and change. Scotland faces the same challenge
in providing older people’s housing as most developed countries, and the same
opportunity to foster revitalised and more caring communities.
But we have been slow to respond. We have well-written reports and sound
strategies, strong voices appealing for change and innovation, universal
recognition of how important it is, but we have failed to actually make the
necessary changes. Now is the time for action.
The demographic shift towards older people means inaction will slowly turn a
challenge into a crisis. We are building up costs for the future because we are
not acting now.
And right now, Scotland’s older people are feeling frustrated and living life less
well than they could.
Scotland’s older people want to be pioneers, using their energy and experience
to help Scotland make this change to a brave old future, leaving a legacy for
future generations of life-affirming housing choices for older people.
None of us are getting younger and we will all individually face the challenges
of age, but cohousing is something that can benefit the whole of Scotland,
gifting us better health and social care, a livelier urban realm and a thriving,
diverse housing sector.
After 10 years, Scotland’s 3rd sector know that they cannot achieve this on their
own. They need the support of everyone who shares a vision of a better, fairer
country.
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Useful Websites
•

www.vivariumtrust.scot

•

www.owch.org.uk

•

www. cohousing.org.uk
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•
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‘‘

Scotland is not building
enough housing to meet
the needs of its rapidly
ageing population. We
urgently need to improve
the mix of housing

‘‘

JIM EADIE
Age Scotland

27%
of retired people in Edinburgh
live in houses that are
‘unhealthy, unsafe & unsecure’

there is no

BEST BEFORE
date for people
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